Generation of repeatable pseudo-random sequences with chaotic analog electronics is not feasible using standard circuit topologies. Component variation caused by imperfect fabrication causes the same divergence of output sequences as does varying initial conditions. By quantizing the output of a simple chaotic difference equation and using delayed feedback, we are able to construct a circuit which has properties both of randomness and repeatability. Simulation results show sequence lengths in excess of 10,000 bits with cross correlations less than 0.02 for our architecture. The system has been implemented using AMI 1.2bm CMOS technology, and digitally using AMD MACH complex programmable logic devices (CPLDs).
Introduction
Binary pseudo-noise (PN) sequences have several uses in communications, a notable one being use as frequency-spreading codes for direct-sequence spread-spectrum (DSSS) [ 11. Standard PN sequences have limited properties in both low crosscorrelation between sequences, and large sequence[ 11. Conventional sequence generation is done using maximal length (m-) sequences, which are generated using linear feedback shift registers. These shift registers use feedback to implement Boolean algebraic polynomial operations [2] and generate unique maximum-length sequences. Sequence length is determined by shift register length n, but cannot exceed 2"-1 bits in length. Discussions on sequence generation can be found in [1, 2, 3] . By decimating and combining pairs of m-sequences it is possible to generate Gold sequences[ 11. Gold sequences improve upon the cross-correlation properties of m-sequences at a cost of increased auto-correlation. Ultimately, the number of PN sequences that can be generated with a linear feedback shift register is limited.
In this paper we present a system that generates chaotic PN sequences derived from a 1-D discrete map, specifically the tent map. Several theoretical studies have been carried out in the past exploring the inherent properties of chaos to generate very large sequences [4, 5] . While numerical simulations are straightforward, an actual VLSI implementation of a circuit is a challenge due to the unavoidable process variations which result in sequence deviation due to the sensitivity to initial conditions inherent in the chaotic system[6].
Iterated Chaotic Functions
A piecewise-linear function is a function which consists of a finite number of contiguous linear segments. A simple example is the tent map, shown in (1).
The mapping has a constant coefficient p, referred to as the peak value. This is the point at which the mapping reaches its maximum output value, shown at x = p = 0.7 in Figure 1 . Above and below this value the function decreases linearly to reach zero a t x = O a n d x = 1. An iterated function is a discrete-time function generated by recursive evaluation of some function mapping (2).
(2) A continuous-time system requires a minimum of three dimensions in order to exhibit chaotic behavior [7] . A discretetime system is, by definition, not continuous, and it is possible to achieve chaos with a a single-dimension iterated function system. It has been shown [8, 9] that it is reasonably straightforward to construct a discrete-time tent-map circuit using either voltagemode or current-mode circuitry. When iterated, the tent map function generates sequences which are qualitatively stochastic and exhibit sensitive dependence upon initial conditions (SDIC) [6] . An example is shown in Figure 2 . Given two identical sequence generators with close but distinct initial conditions, the sequences generated will diverge exponentially. Similarly, given two identical initial conditions with close but distinct parameters, the sequences will again diverge exponentially. For an iterated tent mapping, given any two signals with initial conditions differing by as little as 0.01%, their corresponding sequences diverge completely in less than 20 cycles. To generate pseudo-noise sequences useful for DSSS, a chaotic iterated function must generate a consistent and repetitive sequence of some arbitrary length. This consistency must be preserved over time within one device, and across different devices from different production lots. SDIC becomes a hindrance under these conditions. Any noise in a circuit or 0-7803-5471-0/99/$10.0001999 IEEE v -4 5 4 variations from fabrication will cause the chaotic iterated sequences to diverge. 
Implementation of Chaotic PN Generator

A. Quantized Tent Circuit
In order to produce repetitive sequences which retain the character of the original chaotic sequences, we modify the tent mapping by quantizing the input and output values. The input to the circuit is now generated with a digital-to-analog converter (DAC), and the output is sampled with an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). This creates a circuit that is insensitive to process variations below a certain calculable threshold. By adjusting the number of bits on the input and output, it becomes possible to tailor sensitivity of the circuit to arbitrary conditions. This quantized tent circuit is shown in Figure 3 .
The tent map function used (1) is mathematically a two-to-one mapping. This results in error multiplication with an inherent precision loss. In order for there to be no possibility of an errant mapping, the precision of the output ADC must be less than the precision of the input DACs divided by the errors' gain factor. The output ADC must then have at least one bit less resolution (bitwise) than the input DAC.
Transistor matching in standard CMOS processes rarely exceeds 2%, even with good layouts[ 101. Doubling this error to account for two inputs yields potential 4% mismatch. We must select our input precision so that a 4% variation in either direction will not cause an input signal to pass a bit boundary. Assuming a factor of two increase in the DAC output error due to the tent mapping, the output precision must be such that one half bit variation does not exceed 8%. This indicates three bit precision on the input DAC. The ADC output can then have at most two bits of resolution. To simplify the circuitry, it will be reduced further to a single bit (a threshold comparator).
If we return to the mapping of Figure 1 and place a threshold at an output value of 0.5 then we see two intersect points at From this we see that, rather than generating an actual piecewiselinear transfer function in our circuit, it is possible to directly compare the input value with two comparators; one set at half the peak value, the other offset from the first by 0.5 Vhu. The circuit can now be implemented as in If the transfer function of the single-bit output system is generated (Table I ) and examined, it can be seen that the system can be implemented entirely using digital logic with the transfer function
where S2, S1, and SO indicate the state input bits This can be implemented logically as shown in Figure 5 . The circuit has now been reduced to the point where it requires only 24 transistors to implement (4 ea. For NAND & NOR, 2 for invert, 10 for 4-input MUX). At this point there is a mismatch in data widths between the input and output. This mandates some source of additional data input.
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Latching and delaying the output and using the delays as additional inputs provides two bits. The third input is provided from an external source. This circuit is shown in Figure 6 . 
B. Ring Structure
With three internal register bits, it is not possible for the circuit generate sequences longer than Z3, or 8 bits in length. However, by using the output of one tent map circuit (cell) as the input bit to another, we can cause each cell to perturb the next. Assembling a number of cells into a ring, we can construct a circuit with any desired level of complexity, and which will be able to generate arbitrarily long sequences. The generated sequences, though finite in length, have some characteristics of chaos -they are qualitatively stochastic, and they are sensitive to the initial conditions. They are not, however, sensitive to process variations. A ring consisting of N cells yields a 3N-bit system, shown in Figure 7 . Table 2 summarizes results obtained from software simulations of our system along with conventional m-and Gold-sequence systems. The top section shows maximum auto-and crosscorrelation values for standard m-Sequences with lengths of 127, 2047, and 32767 bits. In the center are the values for Goldsequences of the same length. The bottom row shows results for the chaotic sequences generated by the new architecture. The quantity of sequences generated exceeds that of the comparable linear sequences, and the cross-correlation properties are excellent as well. Auto-correlation properties do not equal those of the other sequences; the auto-correlation behavior of the msequence is theoretically optimal and cannot be beaten. Goldsequences are constructed from combinations of decimated msequences; the combination does not always yield the optimal auto-correlation behavior of m-sequences but the lessened behavior has proven sufficient over many years of field use. 
System Level Simulation Results
Monolithic Implementation of Chaotic PN Generator
The PN generator was implemented at the transistor level. A ring of ten cells was arranged in a loop, with the input of each cell by default the output of the previous cell. A switch was included to allow alternate feedback loops which include XOR gates. Addition of the selectable XOR breaks the rotational symmetry of the loop and provides for an even greater range of output sequences. The complete circuit was simulated in Hspice. Transient analysis runs showed complete agreement between the sequences generated by the transistor circuits and by the software simulator. Monte-Carlo analysis was performed and showed stability under process variations for a range of 10%. Figure 9 shows an example output sequence of the circuit in the top window operating at a clock rate of 1 MHz. The lower window shows a closeup of one rising edge with the entire window representing a Ions interval. The vertical scale for both plots is 5 V.
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The chip as designed is a full-static circuit. The internal logic was constructed using minimum size N-channel transistors paired with P-channel FETs widened sufficiently to match g,s. The layout was done using MAGIC, and the ICs were fabricated through MOSIS using the AMI 1.2pm double-metal double-poly process. Final active circuit area on the die was 1300pm x 1100pm. Four packages received from MOSIS were used for testing. Figure 10 displays the chip's microphotograph.
Since the logic is full-static, the power dissipation is a linear function of frequency. The average dissipation for the four devices was 1.7 mWlMHz with a power supply of 5V. The maximum operating frequency was measured to be an average of 27.4 MHz for the four test chips.
CPLD Measurement
The final version of the tent map cell can also be modeled using Boolean logic, which enables implementation using standard programmable logic The complete ten-cell circuit required 80 latches and consumed approximately 65% of a MACH221 CPLD manufactured by Advanced Micro Devices (AMD). The circuits were initialized and then monitored to measure auto-and crosscorrelation properties experimentally. Measurements corresponded with theory to the limits of the accuracy of the sampling system, and a plot of an example sequence is shown in Figure 11 .
Conclusions
A circuit for generation of long pseudo-random chaotic sequences is given. This circuit is insensitive to standard process variations for current CMOS technologies, and was implemented in a 1.2pm CMOS process on a 2200pm x 2200pm die. Figure 11 . Fabricated Chip Output, 1 MHz Clock
The architecture was also tested using commercially produced programmable logic devices. The measured results for the autoand cross-correlation were precisely those predicted
The sequences generated show low cross correlation properties with a very large signal space, which is desirable for spread spectrum communications
